
Network-linked Data Services
-The advent of portable TV will change your lifestyle-

STRL is researching services
and receivers that link
broadcasting and

communications with the aim of
providing new kinds of television
systems in the digital terrestrial
broadcasting era.  

Digital terrestrial broadcasting,
which will begin in December, will
divide its spectrum into 13
segments, 12 of which will provide
Hi-Vision (HDTV) services
designed for home reception. The
plan is to use the remaining
segment for mobile reception
applications. We are currently
examining the standards to
determine broadcasting services
and their systems for mobile
receivers.

Broadcasting services for
portable terminals will include new
types of network-linked data
services that combine Internet
services received via a
communications network with
broadcast video, sound, and textual
data received via a broadcast
network. At present, various
organizations are deciding which

video and audio coding schemes
will be suitable for transmitting
small amounts of data over a single
segment. The possible receiver
types being considered include
cellular phones, Personal Digital
Assistants (PDA), and car
navigation systems.

For such linkage services, we
must verify the implementability of
their contents, their effectiveness,
and their user-friendliness for
viewers. To do so, we have
constructed a service simulator that
works on a personal computer.
This simulator system allows a user
to confirm service contents and
functions by presenting a
simulated portable receiver screen.
Figure 1 shows images of various
network-linked data service
receivers and a service example.
We also fabricated, in cooperation
with KDDI R&D Laboratories, a
prototype portable terminal (Figure
2) capable of receiving broadcast
waves (note that the tests were
conducted with a wireless LAN).
The terminal could connect to the
Internet via the LAN's

communications path and receive
web data.

The rapid spread of cellular
phones in recent years has led to
viewers having extremely high
expectations of receiving TV
broadcasting with portable
receivers. As yet, however, the
following issues still must be
resolved before such a service can
be implemented:
(1) A contents description scheme

(operational rules for
broadcasting-communications'
shared-display software) needs
to be established.

(2) The size and power
consumption of circuits (LSI
chip, battery performance) must
be reduced.

(3) Reception sensitivity must be
improved. This can be done by
designing appropriate antennas
using diversity reception, and
by finding ways to eliminate
unwanted radiation.

(4) A contents copyright
management method (copy
control for contents) should be
developed.
STRL's goal is to create

attractive services that link digital
terrestrial broadcasting and
communications, and we also want
to develop portable receiver
systems as quickly as possible. It
must not overlook NHK's
responsibilities as a public
broadcaster, and so, the use of
portable receivers for receiving
reports during disasters is also a
high priority.
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Figure 1: Receiver terminal and display example using a service simulator
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Figure 2: Prototype portable terminal
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